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Design
Unico Italia Design was born in 2009 as a
young and dynamic company in a new way
of house interpreting.
The promotion of MADE IN ITALY furniture,
made with Eco products is our philosophy.
The choice to use the ecological raw
materials and to collaborate only with
the certified suppliers of raw materials is
essential for our company. The same is for
the participation of the best furniture fairs
in Italy and abroad.

The products of Unico Italia Design are
characterized by their contemporaneity,
great quality and strong design content. A
production that embraces the living and the
sleeping area, with always present lifestyle.
We give you the solution for the walk-in
closet, for the living room, for sliding and
hinged doors, chairs, armchairs, tables,
coffe tables and many many more.
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Innovation
and new identity,
emotion and
practicality.
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These new furnishing solutions for
the dynamic home arise with a high
level of emotion and practicality ideas that come from research and
cutting-edge innovation.
Projects and solutions, shapes and
new materials, design and function,
these are the distinctive features of
Unico Italia Design; a combination
of quality, thinking, experience
and design that come together for
today’s above. From our home to
yours.
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1. HAMILTON table with bicolor (black,
copper, bronze, white) painted steel base.
Ceramic or wooden top.
2. PYRAMID table with steel base, solid
wooden top 4cm thickness in walnut, natural
oak or burnt oak.
3. AROUND table with white or black painted
steel base. Wooden, glass or ceramic top.
4. SEGNO table with curved glass base and
oval or rectangular glass top.
5. AXEL basic or extendable table, wooden
veneered legs walnut or wengè. Top and
extensions in tempered glass.

5.

4.
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1. MILVA chair with armrests, structure in
walnut painted beech, covered in Joint fabric
or Rebel.
2. NAXOS chair, chrome metal structure
covered in thick leather in various colors.
3. RONDÒ chair, metal structure covered in
thick leather.
4. PETALO chair in white/black rigid
polyurethane, black or white painted metal
structure.
5. COMODO stool covered with white/black
Eco leather, chrome metal structure, gas lift.

4.

5.
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Coffe tables
1.

6.

4.

1. SQUARE TWO coffee table in ceramic
glass. Shiny calacatta gold or Noir desir.
2. FILO coffee tables, black or white painted
steel base, embossed glass top.
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3. GIRANDOLA coffee table in transparent
bent glass.

5.

4. LINEAR coffee table, with chromed steel
base; black/white painted glass top or Shiny
calacatta gold/Noir desir.
5. SERVICE coffee table, wooden top
44mm, chromed steel base.
6. ARTURO coffee tables with white painted
steel structure and glass or wooden top.
7. LIRA coffee tables in white/black painted
steel base, embossed glass or wooden top.

7.
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Armchairs
and Poufs
1.
1. ODEON pouf, with expanded polyurethane
structure, covered in smooth or capitonnè
Levante fabric.
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2. LOTO armchair + pouf, with an expanded
polyurethane structure, covered in Eco
leather or Levante fabric, chromed base.
3. RELAX armchair + pouf, with an
expanded polyurethane structure, covered in
Eco leather or Levante fabric, chromed base.
4. HAPPY armchair, with expanded
polyurethane structure, covered in Eco
leather or Levante fabric, chromed base.
5. JADE armchair, with expanded
polyurethane structure, covered in Eco
leather or Levante fabric, chromed base.

4.
5.
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Day system

1. TETRIS Composition 049 glossy white
structure, extraclear white painted glass
fronts, glass hanging units with silver leaf
finish, extraclear white painted glass top.
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2. TETRIS Composition 022 buffed
aluminum plinth, glossy black structure, black
painted glass fronts and anthracite painted
Stopsol, black painted glass top, square
hanging units with black painted glass doors.
3. TETRIS Composition 023 buffet
aluminum plinth, glossy white structure,
extraclear white painted glass base fronts
and anthracite painted Stopsol glass,
extraclear white painted glass top.
4. TETRIS Composition 036 sideboard with
steel plinth, glossy white structure, extraclear
white painted glass fronts engraved with
Vintage pattern, extraclear white painted
glass top and sides.

3.
4.
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2.

1. STONDA showcase in transparent glass,
3 shelves in transparent glass with height
adjustment, wenge veneered top and base,
Led spotlight and key door lock.
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2. SENNA showcase in transparent glass,
3 shelves in transparent glass with height
adjustment, white lacquered top and base,
led spotlight and key door lock.
3. GOCCIA showcase in transparent glass,
3 shelves in transparent glass with height
adjustment, white lacquered top and base,
Led spotlight and key door lock.
4. QUADRA showcase in transparent glass,
3 shelves in transparent glass with height
adjustment, wenge veneered top and base,
Led spotlight and key door lock.
5. SQUADRA showcase in transparent
glass, 3 shelves in transparent glass with
height adjustment, lacquered top and base,
Led spotlight and key door lock.

5.
4.
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Desk
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2.
1.
1/2. GOLDEN writing rectangular desk in 15
mm thick transparent glass or black painted
bent glass.
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3.

1.

1. ABSOLUTE foldaway door, frame and
casing in titanium finished aluminium,
(standard) titanium finished Absolute handle,
acid-etched smoked glass.

5.
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2. ABSOLUTE sliding doors, external edge
of the wall, titanium finished aluminium
frame, super silver Stopsol glass, double
ceiling guide in titanium finished aluminium,
(standard) Absolute handles in titanium
finished aluminium.
3. FANTOMAS foldaway door, selfsupporting acid-etched glass with white
Trendy silkscreen, frame cover contours in
white lacquered aluminium, Tube handle in
stainless steel.
4. FANTOMAS sliding doors, external
edge of the wall, acid-etched glass with
Onde engraving, single wall guide in natural
brushed aluminium, Tube handles in stainless
steel.
5. ABSOLUTE hinged door, white lacquered
aluminium frame, milk-white glass, Minimal
handle in natural brushed aluminium.

4.
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1. CONTINUA Composition 014 linear
Caramel walnut walk-in closet, with matt
white back panels and structure in aluminium
colour.
2. AVANT GARDE Composition 002 walkin closet with double upright structural parts
in anthracite finish, shelves and drawers in
grey texture effect finish.
3. CONTINUA Composition 013 corner
Caramel walnut walk-in closet, with Caramel
walnut back panels and mocha lacquered
aluminium structure.
4. CONTINUA Composition 010 linear
walk-in closet along 2 walls, in open pore
white, without back panels, structure in
aluminium colour.

4.
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and Vases
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3.
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1. PERLA ceramic lamp, baked at 1000°C,
covered with hand-applied gold leaf, black
cotonette lampshade.

4.

6.

2. KOS BIG ceramic lamp, baked at 1000°C,
hand-moulded, glossy black and white
painted, with reflective inside lampshade in
hand-applied silver leaf.
3. DUNE matt dark grey painted ceramic
lamp with electric system CE.
4. GOCCIA vases, white mat finish with gold
leaf applied in the central part.
5. CONO ceramic vase, baked at 1000°C,
glossy white painted.
6. RUBINO vases in 1000° baked ceramic,
glossy white or black painted.

5.
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Mirrors and
Accessories
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4.
1. EGO wavy mirror, 6 mm thick, extraclear
mirrored glass, vertical/horizontal fastening.
2. SAHARA rectangular mirror with shaped
and sanded frame.

6.

3.
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3. GEMME mirror with a wooden frame
covered in glitter fabric.
4. ONDA mirror with wooden frame with
raised threads Silver or gold finish.
5. TUTTO TONDO curved silver (mirrored)
glass with mirror applied. ESSE console in
transparent curved glass.
6. LUIGI XVI mirror with a wooden frame
with matelassè effect.
7. INTRECCIO, clothes hanger, black or
white painted metal structure.

5.

7.
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Fairs
and events
• International Fair Salone Internazionale del
Mobile | Milan
• International Furniture and Accessories
Exhibition | Crocus Moscow
• Kiev Fair
• Shanghai Expo
• Presentation of the Zero Sei Catalogue at
the Milan 2012 Fair
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• The FURNITURE NEWSPAPER dedicated
us a page with the presentation of our young
but innovative and dymanic company.
• The GAZZETTINO NEWSPAPER: “Unico
Italia Design” the only website in the world
translated not only in various foreign
languages but also in Veneto dialect, where
the company was born (Veneto region).
• Congratulations and awards from the
President of the Veneto region, following
the publication of an article in MATTINO
NEWSPAPER of Padua on September 23,
2010.
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Unico Italia
Design in the
world

EUROPE: POLAND, CORSICA, SPAIN, PORTUGAL, MALTA, CZECH
REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA, SLOVENIA, CROATIA, MONTENEGRO,
BOSNIA, MACEDONIA, BULGARIA, HUNGARY, FRANCE,
LUXEMBOURG, NETHERLANDS, BELGIUM, ANDORRA, FINLAND,
AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, MONACO, GREECE, CYPRUS.
EASTERN EUROPE: RUSSIA, UKRAINE, BELARUS, LATVIA,
LITHUANIA, ESTONIA, ARMENIA, AZERBAIJAN, GIORGIA,
KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, MOLDOVA, TAJIKISTAN,
TURKMENISTAN, UZBEKISTAN, TURKEY.
AMERICA: USA, CANADA, COLOMBIA, MEXICO, VENEZUELA,
URUGUAY, PUERTO RICO.
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EAST: HONG KONG, KOREA, SINGAPORE, TAIWAN, JAPAN,
INDONESIA, CHINA, THAILAND, PHILIPPINES, VIETNAM, INDIA,
LEBANON, ISRAEL, JORDAN, SAUDI ARABIA, UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES, IRAN, QATAR.
AFRICA: SOUTH AFRICA, TOGO, LIBYA, KENYA, GHANA, NIGERIA,
MOROCCO, EGYPT, ALGERIA.
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND.
UNITED KINGDOM.
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UNICO ITALIA DESIGN Srl
Via Valsugana, 40/3
35010 San Giorgio in Bosco
Padova, Italy
T.: +39 049 9450437
F.: +39 049 9450411
e-mail: info@unicoitalia.it
www.unicoitalia.it

